A case of early onset Parkinson’s disease after major stress
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Abstract: A 38-year-old woman experienced sudden onset of rest tremor in the left forearm 1 week after learning that her deeply loved husband was involved in an affair. The patient was in good health and had no neurological disease or prior trauma. The surface electromyography results were consistent with features of the typical rest tremor, and the increased glucose metabolism in the putamen, seen on positron emission tomography scan, was consistent with the early stages of Parkinson’s disease (PD). Furthermore, her trembling symptoms were relieved significantly after antiparkinsonian medications. For this patient, stress played an important role in the development of PD. The mechanism may have been the direct effects of numerous neurotransmitters or dopamine depletion after its massive release during severe stress. This case suggests that severe stress can worsen the neurological symptoms and prompt early onset of PD. It is the first case of PD occurring so early in life after exposure to major stress, and arouses our attention to the effects of stress on the nervous system.
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Case report

It is well known that stress can impact the hippocampus in a number of deleterious ways, including disruption of neurogenesis, atrophy of dendritic processes, and overt neurotoxicity, and can lead to posttraumatic stress disorder. While in clinic, some neurological disorders are diagnosed after exposure to stress. Here is a case of early onset Parkinson’s disease (PD) after major stress.

On June 7, 2009, a 38-year-old woman experienced extreme depression after learning that her deeply loved husband was involved in an affair. Simultaneously, she suffered from insomnia, anxiety, and anorexia. One week later, there was a sudden onset of rest tremor in her left forearm. She underwent head magnetic resonance imaging examination and blood tests for tumor markers; no abnormalities were found. This patient was admitted to our Department of Psychiatry on June 16, 2009. Besides rest tremor and hypokinesia, she had cogwheel rigidity in the left forearm and her 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS) score was 38. No pathological reflex was elicited. Routine examinations were normal, and there were no abnormalities in ceruloplasmin level or thyroid hormone tests. Sertraline 50 mg/day was started, the dosage was gradually increased to 100 mg/day, and lorazepam 1 mg three times a day was initiated at the same time. Her depressed symptoms relieved and her HDRS score decreased to 28, but there was no obvious improvement in
trembling. On June 21, surface electromyography (EMG) on her resting left forearm showed “alternating activities of extensor and flexor at a constant frequency of 6 Hz.” She was then given Madopar® (Levodopa/Benserazide 250 mg [200 mg of Levodopa and 50 mg of Benserazide], Roche, Basel, Switzerland) 125 mg three times a day additionally, and on June 26, positron emission tomography (PET) with 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose showed “increased glucose metabolism in the bilateral putamen, more obviously in the right side” (Figure 1). Immediately, the patient was transferred to the Department of Neurology on July 10. She was given Madopar 62.5 mg three times a day and amantadine 100 mg twice daily. Her tremor symptoms relieved significantly, and her HDRS score further decreased to 21. She was discharged on July 14, 2009 with Madopar 62.5 mg twice daily and amantadine 100 mg twice daily. This patient is still being followed in outpatient clinics once a month. She is being treated with a dose of carbidopa/levodopa 25–100 mg (25 mg carbidopa and 100 mg levodopa) twice daily. She has stable emotions, and her movements are slightly slow sometimes. She experiences occasional resting tremor of the left forearm, which is a little more evident when excited.

The major evidence for diagnosing this case as PD are as follows. First, we have verified that she had no severe or acute medical conditions, both past and present. Second, the EMG results were consistent with features of the typical resting tremor, ie, alternating activity of antagonistic muscles with a frequency of 3–7 Hz. Third, at the early stage of PD, D2 receptors in the striatum were upregulated,3,4 and D3-receptor binding in both the caudate nucleus and putamen had a positive correlation with the metabolic rate for glucose in early PD.5 Eidelberg et al suggested that in early stages of PD, increased glucose metabolism in the putamen was related to the complex feedback mechanism induced by striatal dopamine dysfunction.6 Thus, the increased glucose metabolism in the putamen, seen on PET scan, is consistent with the early stages of the disease. Lastly, antiparkinsonian medications were effective.

This is a very interesting case, because PD is rarely seen at such an early age. We know that incidence rises after the age of 55 years and onset rarely occurs before age 40 years.7 It has been suggested that age at onset of PD is later in women than in men.8 For this patient, stress played an important role in the development of PD, and it has been proposed that emotional stress could transiently increase motor symptoms.9 Snyder and colleagues also suggested that appearance of the clinical PD symptoms during a stressful period may reflect damage to the nigrostriatal system that had been masked during the preclinical stage.10 In the striatum, stress increases the extracellular availability of glucocorticoids, dopamine, and glutamate. These all have the capacity to harm neurons separately, and perhaps can even act in a synergistic manner to cause or exacerbate neuronal damage.11 Furthermore, it has been found in rats that during stress exposure, glutamate could promote dopamine release through acting on N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors in the substantia nigra.12 So, stress might indeed be a key factor in the loss of dopamine neurons that underlies PD.13 Therefore, major stress can worsen neurological symptoms and prompt early onset of PD, despite the greatest risk factor for PD being aging.

To our knowledge, this is the first case of PD occurring so early in life after exposure to major stress. It is enough to arouse our attention to the effects of stress on the nervous system. Further studies are warranted to elucidate more fully the mechanisms between PD and stress.
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